Humans learn to play video games significantly faster than state-of-the-art reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms. Inspired by this, we introduce strategic object oriented reinforcement learning (SOORL) to learn simple dynamics model through automatic model selection and perform efficient planning with strategic exploration. We compare different exploration strategies in a model-based setting in which exact planning is impossible. Additionally, we test our approach on perhaps the hardest Atari game Pitfall! and achieve significantly improved exploration and performance over prior methods.
Introduction
The coupling of deep neural networks and reinforcement learning has led to extremely exciting advances, enabling reinforcement learning agents that can reach human-level performance in many Atari2600 games [19] . However such agents typically require hundreds of millions of time steps to learn to play well. As recently noted [16] , this is in sharp contrast to people, who can learn to many things, including Atari games, extremely quickly. Prior investigations into how humans learn to play Atari highlights peoples' ability to generalize from few examples, use higher level representations (specifically objects) and suggest people may strategically explore the dynamics models of those objects, that they can then use to compute plans likely to yield high reward [28] .
An important question is whether we can define algorithms that can similarly leverage such strategies to enable vastly more efficient reinforcement learning. In particular, we hypothesize that the intersection of three features may be sufficient to start to enable such success: leveraging abstract object-level representations, learning (often inaccurate) models of the world dynamics that can be learned quickly and support fast planning, and strategic model-based exploration using lookahead planning.
Strategic exploration methods have been studied in great detail in the tabular setting. However, extending these methods to large MDPs remain difficult. Recent extensions of tabular optimistic bonuses (e.g. MBIE [25] ) to deep model-free RL methods [2, 22, 26] show substantially improved performance in many environments over -greedy exploration. Other model-free strategic exploration [20, 1, 8] deep RL methods have also shown promising results. These methods still require millions of frames and struggle in domains that involve sparse delayed reward.
A challenge with many of these methods is propagating the optimistic reward bonuses to encourage exploration, a challenge that should be addressed by performing lookahead planning using model-based RL, such as by using UCT algorithm [15] . Unfortunately, so far model based deep RL has not matched the impressive performance observed by its model free DRL counterparts. This is likely in part because learning accurate models in complicated domains can require large models that take a lot of data to train, and if the models are poor, such errors are well known to compound during planning.
Indeed, some prior work tries to use object level representations to provide a key inductive bias for accelerating learning good representations, dynamics and reward for reinforcement learning [9, 23, 5] . The vast majority of this work does not couple this effort with strategic exploration methods, which is perhaps why the majority of this work has not observed substantial improvements over DRL methods. Our work is inspired by an important exception to this, the DOORMAX algorithm [6] which performs strategic R-max [4] like exploration to learn a logic-like representation of the dynamics in the Pitfall! game, and successfully learns to quickly pass the first room. However such work assumes planning can be done exactly, which is not tractable for full Atari games. Such work also assume that we can rely on a simple prior on the dynamics model classes that is insufficient for general Atari games, including the other rooms in Pitfall!.
In this paper we introduce Strategic Object Oriented Reinforcement Learning (SOORL) and make three key contributions. First we investigate the impact of exploration strategies using model-based RL when it is impossible (due to real-time or computational constraints) to perform exact planning. Specifically we investigate this in the context of using simple MCTS: while the planning approach could be further improved, MCTS is an extremely popular approach and our results highlight that optimistic strategies can be substantially better than Thompson sampling when doing RL using MCTS as the planner. Second we introduce a new object oriented, model-based, optimistic RL algorithm (SOORL). Our algorithm takes in simple action macros (of the form "act and then wait" identical to those defined in prior work [6] ) that may mimic human performance due to reaction time, and leverages an inductive prior that there should exist simple deterministic models of the world dynamics. The algorithm performs automatic model selection and performs optimism under uncertainty planning for the selected models. Third, while we designed this algorithm to be applicable to all Atari games, we chose to evaluate it on Pitfall! since that is perhaps the hardest Atari2600 game, exhibiting extremely sparse reward. To our knowledge our approach is the first method to achieve positive reward on this game without human demonstrations.
Related Work
Recent advances in Deep Reinforcement Learning [19, 29, 18] have successfully extended tabular setting RL algorithms like Q-learning [30] to large state space MDPs. In particular, these algorithms have achieved either human or super human performances in many Atari games [3] . However, when compared with humans [28, 16] , these methods require orders of magnitude more samples [28] .
Strategic exploration has been extensively studied in the tabular setting. Most of these techniques use the notion of Optimism in Face of Uncertainty (OFU) to achieve strong theoretical guarantees [4, 25, 14, 21] . However, these methods do not scale well to large MDPs and often result in poor sample complexity. To tackle this problem, [2] proposed an extension of count based exploration to large MDPs. They do so by assigning an exploration bonus that is inversely proportional to a pseudo-count. [22] used neural density models and [26] achieved generalization over pseudo-counts by using simple hash functions. Despite good asymptotic performance in hard exploration sparse reward games like Montezuma's Revenge, these methods still require an enormous amount of data to learn.
Bayesian RL methods also provide an effective balance of exploration and exploitation [10] . However, these methods remain computationally intractable in large state spaces. [20, 1, 8] proposed an extension of these methods to large MDPs. However, these methods are unable to show substantial improvement in hard exploration, sparse reward environments.
Model based RL can improve sample efficiency. Bayes Adaptive MDP [7] is a powerful tool for combining posterior sampling exploration and model based planning. However, these methods are generally intractable in large MDPs. BAMCP [12] proposed a tractable sample-based method for approximate Bayes-optimal planning with root and lazy sampling over parameters of the state model. Perhaps, the most related line of research is object oriented representation for RL. Model free methods to use object representation [9, 23, 5] fail to scale to large MDPs and do not leverage object representation for strategic exploration. OOMDP [6] defines a notion borrowed from relational MDPs [11] , and uses objects to learn models and perform model based planning. The main difference between our approach and other object oriented approaches is that we perform scalable planning with strategic exploration by leveraging objects to learn simple dynamics models.
Object Representation
Consider a finite horizon Markov Decision Process (MDP) S, A, T, R, γ , where S is the state space, A the action space, T : S × A → S the transition function, R : S × A → R the reward function, and γ the discount factor. The goal of the RL agent is to maximize the expected discounted reward
following a policy π. Additionally, inspired by human visual perception, we assume the existence of an object extractor function f : S → O that extracts the objects in state s.
Similar to OOMDP [6] , we define a set of object classes C = {c 1 , . . . , c n } where each class has a set of attributes {c.a 1 , . . . , c.a m }. Each state s consists of objects f (s) = {o 1 , . . . , o k } where each object o i ∈ C. The state of an object is defined by the value assignment to its attributes. Finally, the state s of the underlying MDP is the union of all object states
We define the interaction function I : O × O → {0, 1} to be an indicator that determines if two objects are interacting with each other. For simplicity, we make three assumptions: first, that this interaction function is known; second, objects from the same class share the same transition function; and third, each object's next state is dependent on at most pairwise object interactions and action. An object's successor state is determined by a standalone transition function
Exploration with Imperfect Planning
Planning in a MDP with known dynamics can be efficiently done by focusing on promising branches of state-action tree using the UCT algorithm [15] . However, learning a model sufficient for planning can be hard, if not impossible, for a MDP with large state space. Object representation allows us to learn a simple predictive model of the dynamics for each object class and also allows us to perform strategic exploration (e.g. posterior sampling and optimism in the face of uncertainty). Algorithm 1 describes object-level planning with strategic exploration. At each state s, we select the appropriate distribution over models for the corresponding object representation f (s) and use UCT to pick the best action (section 5). This approach naturally lends itself to three different methods of exploration: Thompson Sampling [27] , by sampling a model at the beginning of planning (equivalent to setting K = 1 in Algorithm 1); BAMCP [12] , by sampling a model for each simulation (equivalent to setting L = 1 in Algorithm 1); and optimism based exploration by planning K times each with a new sampled model and acting greedily according to the maximum Q value for each action across different models. We compared these methods to Baseline, which uses a MLE model with UCT algorithm and no exploration. o ← detectObjects(s) 5: T , R ← selectModels(o) 6: for k in 1:K do 7:
for l in 1:L do 9: search(T, R, o, 0) 
returnR 24: end procedure
We now compare these approaches in a challenging exploration setting. We do this in order to better understand how strategic exploration methods work when using approximate model-based planning, as a key building block to tackling challenging sparse reward Atari domains. To do so, we introduce variant of the game Pong, Pong Prime ( Fig. 1(a) ). Dynamics of this game is similar to Pong with minor tweaks that make the game significantly harder. The enemy paddle is made 3 times larger than the player paddle, so it is impossible to score a point by simply hitting the ball back at the normal speed. Additionally, the top and bottom 10% percent of the enemy paddle hit the ball back at 1.5 times the normal speed so that the enemy paddle is even more powerful. Similarly, the player paddle also consists of 3 regions with distinct behavior. The top region takes up the top 50% of the paddle and hits the ball back at 1.5 times speed. The middle region takes up the middle 45% of the paddle and hits the ball back at normal speed. Finally, the lower region covers remaining 5% and instantly wins a point for the player. This configuration is set up so that it is difficult but not impossible for the player to score using the top region (scoring on average around 5% of the time the ball bounces off the top region). In this setting, the optimal policy is to always hit the ball with the lower region of the ball. The game is deterministic and model free methods with -greedy exploration (e.g. DDQN) consistently loses the game with lowest possible score across 5000 episodes.
The correct model class for dynamics of each paddle is a linear model with 3 action history. We assume that the learned dynamics model uses this true model class (i.e. performs linear regression on the transitions we observe). Figure 1(b) compares the performance of different exploration strategies to the baseline, which performs UCT with the MLE model. We perform 500 total tree searches for all runs in Figure 1(b) (i.e. Thompson Sampling uses 500 simulations and 1 model, BAMCP 1 simulation and 500 models, optimism 100 simulations and 5 models).
Both BAMCP and Thompson Sampling perform worse than using the MLE model. We hypothesize this is critically due to performing approximate planning, as we know that in the limit of infinite simulations that BAMCP is guaranteed to converge to the optimal Bayes adaptive solution [12] . Similarly, with the true problem depth and enough simulations, we should compute the exact value for the model sampled with Thompson sampling, and there are also strong guarantees that such a method will converge to the optimal policy. However in practice, in large domains or domains with real-time constraints, the amount of computation and therefore the quality of the computed plan, will be significantly limited. In particular, if it is infeasible to use a depth that mimics the game horizon, or perhaps even to reach a local reward, then Thompson sampling approaches may suffer. This is because TS methods sample a model, which means that parts of the model may be overly optimistic and others may be pessimistic. If we are doing a limited number of simulations using MCTS, then we may not go down branches of the tree that "observe" the optimistic parts of the sampled model. This means that the resulting computed estimates of the Q value at the root node may not be optimistic, which in practice is often a key part of proofs of the effectiveness of TS methods, and very helpful empirically. BAMCP will have similar challenges but suffers further in this domain because the true domain is deterministic. This means that for TS, optimism, and the MLE approaches, the tree constructed will only have one child node for any sampled action (the deterministic next state). In contrast, BAMCP samples a different deterministic model at each simulation, and for the same action node, those models may each predict different, deterministic, next states. This means BAMCP must potentially build a tree of size O((|A|M ) H ) when sampling M different models, in contrast to the other methods that build a tree of at most size O(|A| H ).
Optimism-based exploration significantly outperforms other approaches. We suspect it is more robust to approximate planning, since optimism is built into every node, allowing it to distinguish even locally between actions that may need exploration, in absence of observing long delayed reward. To find the optimal policy still requires significant lookahead and careful planning.
Indeed as we demonstrate in Figure 1(c) for the optimistic method, as planning power increases through more simulations, the performance of optimism-based exploration also increases. We expect that with sufficient computations the optimstic method should eventually learn the optimal policy for this domain.
Strategic Model Based Reinforcement Learning
Besides the challenge of doing strategic exploration, another main challenge of performing efficient model based planning is learning accurate state and reward models. Learning accurate state and reward models is critical for long horizon planning as even a small bias in the model can introduce catastrophic compounding errors that make planning impossible.
Learning
Although state and reward models can be modelled by functions as general as neural networks, using such complicated functions can make performing strategic exploration difficult. Moreover, such functions require much more data to train. Given that we are planning at an object level, we hypothesize that even simple models, such as linear and discrete count based models, give sufficient accuracy for planning. More importantly, to ensure "sufficient accuracy in planning", we further require that these models predict transitions and rewards in a deterministic fashion.
To ensure deterministic transitions, we consider the class of functions F t = {f 1 1 , which uses one history with null input. For example, for a falling object with steady state velocity, such a model is sufficient as we can predict displacement δx and δy without any input. On the other hand, f n 1 , which uses one history and the most complex set of features, is the most complicated model in the class F 1 . In terms of objects, the most complex set of input features that we consider is the union of the object's state features, relative state features with respect to an interacting object, and action.
The goal then is to choose the simplest model that achieves deterministic transitions within F t . To do so, we compute the entropy of the observed data for each function H(f
) where the summation is over all the observed data. We choose the simplest model that has entropy less than a predefined threshold ent . If none of the models in F t satisfy the entropy threshold, we increase t through an exponential back off scheme. Concretely, we increase the history to the next exponent of 2. Figure 2(a) shows an example of the impact of this exponential back off scheme. With sufficient history, the entropy of the model eventually drops to zero. We use the same approach and same class of models for reward functions.
Planning
Each state and reward model described in section 5.1 is a multinomial distribution with Dirichlet prior. At each planning step in Algorithm 1, we compute a posterior distribution over state and reward given the current input features, and sample K different models based on some exploration method. Based on our results in section 4, we use optimism based exploration method.
Additionally, count based models allow us to efficiently perform the knows what it knows (KWIK) [17] scheme for exploration. Concretely, if our algorithm queries the state or reward model with a previously unseen input, we consider the resulting state as a state with R max reward. R max reward is also considered for any previously unseen interactions. Having R max reward for unseen object interactions encourages the agent to explore the interaction and learn the reward and state model for interaction of the objects.
Pitfall!
Pitfall! is an Atari2600 environment where the goal is to have the agent traverse through multiple rooms (255 in total) while collecting rewards and avoiding obstacles. It is arguably the hardest Atari2600 game [13] due to its large map and sparse positive rewards that necessitate efficient exploration and long-horizon planning. Even the closest positive reward from the initial location is 7 rooms away and requires passing through several types of obstacles, each with a unique behavior. The -greedy exploration strategy completely fails in this environment, and more recent count-based exploration [2] does not show much performance boost due to the sparsity of positive reward. Pitfall is difficult even for human players without prior knowledge of the game - [13] reports that human performance varies from 3662 to 47821 points, whereas for other hard Atari games, this variation is much smaller (e.g. from 32300 to 34900 for Montezuma's revenge).
Learning State and Reward Models
Firstly, following [6] , we use the notion of meta actions to simplify the model learning process. A meta actionâ ∈Â is defined as a fixed sequence of low level actionsâ : {a 1 , . . . , a l }, a ∈ A. For Pitfall, we used the simplest form of meta-actionsâ i = {a i , null × k} that is a low level action followed by k no action.
It is important to note that while the notion of meta actions allows for simpler state models, the state model still needs to learn all the low level transitions, since these transitions are necessary for planning. For example, when the agent jumps and tries to catch the vine, the algorithm needs to predict the interaction with the vine in the middle of the meta action in order to use the correct object interaction model.
Next, the object attributes that we consider in Pitfall are attributes that can be extracted from standard object detection algorithms in Computer Vision. Specifically, we extract bounding boxes for each object. Using these object detections and meta-actions, we learn the state and reward models online for each object based on the method described in Section 5. The features used are a cartesian product of object size (w, h), object location (x, y) and object intersection (x , y ). Ignoring null input, this cartesian product results in 7 different feature sets. Figure 3 : Performance of SOORL on Pitfall! entropy while a model that uses all the features is overspecified, and results in the model having to learn the three crocodiles separately. Using the approach described in Section 5, we select the model in the middle, which achieves zero entropy while generalizing over all the crocodiles.
The same approach is used to learn the reward model. In Pitfall, the reward model class is simple and requires zero input for all models to achieve sufficiently low entropy.
Exploration
Following the results in section 4, we apply optimism as our exploration scheme of choice. Leveraging KWIK, at each step of planning, if we encounter an unseen state or an unseen interaction, we consider the reward of that state to be R max . Doing so encourages the agent to leverage its uncertainty over its state and reward models to learn the models quickly.
Additionally, we use count-based optimism. This is done by splitting the screen into N × M grids and keeping a count of the number of times the agent visits each grid. The agent is given a reward bonus that is proportional to a decaying function of the count on the grid it visits. To encourage exploratory behavior during the learning of state and reward models, we used the first twenty episodes as "warm-up" and reset the counts at the beginning of each episode.
Performance and Discussion
Figure 3(a) shows an increasing number of rooms being discovered across episodes. On average, the agent discovers 17 rooms within 50 episodes. The best out of 100 runs discovers 25 rooms within 50 episodes. Figure 3(b) shows all the 26 rooms that were discovered across all 100 runs. On the other hand, DDQN with -greedy exploration visits at most 6 rooms. is the average of the best episode for each run (for our algorithm). We expect † * and † to be the best performance of each algorithm, averaged across runs. Table 1 compares our method to other state-of-the-art algorithms. Results of count-based [2] , DQfD [13] , A3C [18] and DQN [19] are reported at the time of evaluation and we expect these results to be close to their best performance. Our average score across all episodes and all runs is -281.07, which is roughly on par with count-based evaluation. Our average score for the best episode across all runs in 80.52, which is higher than all scores that were reported at the time of evaluation. Moreover, our method manages to get 6 positive rewards, 3 of which are situated in room 6 and another 3 which are situated in room -17. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first approach which manages to get positive rewards on Pitfall! without human demonstrations. Moreover, from video demonstrations shown by DQfD, the agent seems to only get the reward in room 6 and not the reward in room -17. In comparison, our approach explores both the left and right side of the map, and gets the rewards on both sides of the map equally often. Sample videos of the agent reaching the two closest positive rewards can be found here: https://youtu.be/GvenPZMJiTg (4000 reward) https://youtu.be/74F-ta5LyuA (2000 reward) An immediate obvious improvement would be to incorporate an estimate of the leaf node value during tree search. This addition was critical to the success and computational efficiency of earlier MCTS methods, such as on the game Go [24] . To see why this is crucial if computation is bounded, consider that even if the agent discovers rewards in either room 6 or room -17, the agent later may die and be reset back to the initial starting room. In our current implementation, at this point the agent's forward search planning is depth-limited and is not currently sufficient for the agent to predict that it can reach those rewards again. Incorporating an estimate of the future value at the leaves will allow the agent to circumvent this problem while avoiding prohibitive lookahead planning.
Conclusion and Future Work
There are many exciting directions for future work. Here we highlight just a few:
Robust planning: One important challenge in model-based RL is making planning robust to model inaccuracy. Identifying the right model class is a nontrivial task, and a wrong model class can easily introduce a catastrophic error in long-horizon prediction that prohibits the use of tree search algorithms like UCT.
Value approximation: In this approach, we did not use a value function at the leaf nodes during UCT. Having such function could allow our Pitfall! agent to explore the state space more systematically by incorporating the value estimates of states it has previously visited. We believe that learning a value function or an action-value function at the leaf node can significantly boost planning efficiency.
To conclude, we presented an object-oriented framework that allows the RL agent to quickly learn to explore in an environment with large state space and sparse reward. Our work combines object oriented representation, automatic model selection that biases towards simple deterministic models, and strategic exploration using MCTS and optimism. We demonstrate that optimistic planning may be particularly beneficial when planning is necessarily approximate. We also demonstrate the first, to our knowledge, approach that can obtain positive reward on Pitfall without human demonstrations.
